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Abstract. Let SN" be the set of &th-order splines on [0,1] having at most N - 1
interior knots, counting multiplicities. We prove the following sharp asymptotic behavior
of the error for the best L2[0, 1] approximation of a sufficiently smooth function / by the

lim N* dist(/, SNk) = (|fl2*|/(2£)!)1/2( f \ fKr)]" dr
AT—»oo \ J o

\/(T

where a = (k + 1/2)"1 and B2k is the 2/cth Bernoulli number. Similar results have
previously been obtained for piecewise polynomial (i.e., with no continuity constraints)
approximation, but with different constant before the integral term. The approach we use
is first to study the asymptotic behavior of dist(/, SNk(t)), where SN"(t) is the linear space
of /cth-order splines having simple knots determined from the fixed function / by the rule tt
= t(i/N), i « 0, • • • , N.

1. Introduction. In this paper we derive an expression for the exact asymptotic value
of the error when approximating a smooth function by splines, as the number of knots
tends to infinity. The approximation we have in mind is nonlinear and may be described
for a given function / as follows: for a fixed positive integer k and N = 1,2,3, • • ■ , find the
function j* which minimizes ||/ - s || (the L2[0, 1] norm) among all functions ^ in the class
of splines SN*. SN" is the L2-closure of the set of all splines of order k having at most N - 1
simple knots in the interior of [0, 1]; equivalently, SNk is the manifold of &th-order splines
having at most N - 1 interior knots, counting multiplicities. Thus, ||/ — s*|| = dist (/,
SN"). A main result of this paper, Theorem 2, states that for / in C^O, 1],

lim yv* dist(/, SN") = Ck \\f^\\a, (1.1)
N—► CD

where Ck = (| B2k \ /(2/c)!)1/2 (B2n is the 2A:th Bernoulli number), a = (k + l/2)~', and the
"norm" is that of La[0, 1],

Previous authors (Sacks and Ylvisaker [12, 13], Burchard [8], and McClure [11]) have
given similar sharp error estimates, but with SNk replaced by PNk, the space of piecewise
polynomials of order k (degree < k) having at most N - 1 break points in [0, 1]. Actually,
these authors and others (e.g., Wahba [15], Dodson [9], and de Boor [4]) have given
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results more general, and in other contexts, than best L2 approximation from PNk, but this
setting seems best for illustrating the essential difference between earlier work on variable
knot approximations and the present paper.

Splines, after all, are piecewise polynomials, so what is the primary difference between
approximating from SN" and from PNkl To explain, we first fix a knot sequence t = (t0,
• • • , tn): 0 = t0 < ?! < • • • < tN = 1. Then SNk(t) (resp. PNk(t)) will denote the linear space
of &th-order splines having simple knots at f„, • • • , tN-i (resp., functions which are
polynomials of degree < k on (t0, /,), (tu t2), ■ • • , Un-i, t,v))- The problem of finding the
best L2 approximant from SNk (resp., PN") can be solved by first finding the orthogonal
projection 5(f) £ SNk(t) (resp., p{t) E PNk(/)) of /, and then choosing t to minimize ||/ -
j(f)|| (resp., ||/ — p(/)||). The difficulty in the spline case arises from the fact that s(t)
depends globally on /, while p{t) depends only locally on /; that is, p(t) \ lt. ((+lidepends only
on /|ulit(+l) . Thus, the exact error ||/ - s(t) || is more difficult to analyze than ||/ -p(t) ||.

It is possible to obtain (asymptotic) bounds for Nk dist(/, SN") by observing that

S„k C PNk C Sst-H+i. (1.2)

For example, McClure ([11], p. 24), using his results that N" dist(/, PNk) -> Lk\\f[k)\\a,
obtains, for N^<*,Lk ||/(*' || „ < hm Nk dist(/, SNk) < Hm Nk dist(/, SNk) < U„\\f k) || a. To
give an idea of the improvement available using (1.1) we compare in Table 1 some of the
constants Lk , Ck , and \Jk .

Note that as k increases, so does Ck/Lk . This illustrates the effect of the higher-order
continuity constraint on functions in SNk, as opposed to no continuity constraints for PNk.
One should also keep in mind, when comparing the above constants, that k + (k + 1 ){N —
1) parameters are needed to represent an arbitrary function in PN", but only k + 2{N - 1)
for SNk.

It is of interest to note that Lk and Ck agree when k = 1 or 2. The reason for this when
k = 1 is clear, since then PNl = SNl. The case k = 2 is something of an exception, and
deserves special comment. In case /" > 0, the best approximants 5* and p* from SN2 and
PN2, respectively, are the same; that is, p* is continuous, as may be verified by differentia-
ting the error ||/ — p(t)||2 with respect to the knots t. Thus, best approximation (of a
convex function) by piecewise linear functions with variable knots is equivalent to best
approximation by (continuous) second-order splines. Sacks and Ylvisaker ([12, 13]) have
previously noted a similar equivalence in the case k - 2 (k = 1 in their notation).

Sec. 2 is concerned with the (linear) spline spaces Ssk{t) whose knots are determined by
a fixed distribution function t according to the rule t, = t(i/N), /' = 0, 1, • • • , N. Sequences
chosen this way have been called regular sequences by Sacks and Ylvisaker [12], One

TABLE 1.

k C„ Ukf = k*LJ

1 2.89 (-1) 2.89 (-1) 2.89 (-1)
2 3.73 ( — 2) 3.73 (-2) 1.49 (— I)
4 1.98 (-4) 9.09 (-4) 5.08 (-2)
6 4.17 (—7) 2.30 (-5) 1.95 ( —2)
8 4.67 (-10) 5.82 (—7) 7.84(-3)

10 3.25 (—13) 1.47 ( —8) 3.25 (—3)
12 1.54 (-16) 3.74 (- 10) 1.38 ( — 3)
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benefit of choosing knots this way is that one can (at least formally) interchange the
operations of "finding optimal knots" and "letting N —> That is, one can first let N —>
°°, obtaining the asymptotic error as a functional in t, and then find the distribution t
which minimizes the functional. Theorem 1 gives such a functional.

Theorem 2 (Eq. (1.1)) is proved in Sec. 3. In this section we also give a result, Theorem
3, on the limiting distribution, as jV-> of the knots of best approximations in SNk to a
function /. Perhaps surprisingly, this limiting distribution turns out to be identical to the
one which McClure [11] found to be the limit of the knots of best approximations from
p kr s .

Sec. 4 contains some concluding remarks about these results and discusses some
generalizations and open problems. We state a conjecture (which has been supported by
numerical experiments) that a certain interpolation projection onto SNk(t) is asymptot-
ically equivalent to the orthogonal projection.

2. Z,2-projection onto the spline subspaces SNk(t). In this section we derive an ex-
pression for the limiting value, as the number of knots tends to infinity, of the error of best
L2[0, 1] approximation from certain spline spaces. These subspaces, denoted by SN"(t), are
described as follows. Let t £ C'tO, 1] satisfy /(0) = 0, /(l) = 1, and t' > 0 on [0, 1]. Let N
and k be positive integers. Define the knot sequence t = (/0, tu ■ ■ • , tN) by tt = t(i/N), i =
0, • • ■ , N. Then SN"(t) is defined to be the vector space of splines of order k having simple
knots at tu t2, , tN-x\ that is, s belongs to SN*(t) if and only if s belongs to the
smoothness class C*"2[0, 1] and its restriction to each (tt, ti+l) is a polynomial of degree at
most k — 1.

It will be convenient to introduce the following notation: for each fixed N, and /' = 0, 1,
•• • , N - 1, let

hi = tl+l — ti, h = max hh and A = h/ min ht .
i i

Letting 0 < m = min t' < max t' = M, we see that

h < M/N and A < M/m. (2.1)
We will also make use of the Bernoulli polynomials

Bk(x) = x" + (^B, x"-1 + ■■■ + Bk, 0 < x < \,

where k is a non-negative integer and the Bs are the Bernoulli numbers. The reader is
referred to [14] for a discussion of these functions. Their properties that we wish to note,
are, for k > 1,

/: Bk{x)dx = 0, (2.2)

Bk'{x) = k f?*_,(x), (2.3)

and

B^\0) = Bk{1\ 1) for j = 0, 1, • • • , k - 2 and k > 2. (2.4)

Let PN(t):L2[0, 1] -> SNk(t) be the orthogonal projection operator and let

Ck = (| B2n | /(2A:)!)172.
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In the following, all norms are those of L2[0, 1] unless otherwise noted. The main result of
this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For / E C*[0, 1],

lim N*\\f - /yo/ll = cj f I/<*'«*))12(''(*))2*+w*)1/2 - (2.
N-co \ J Q '

5)

Proof: We will show that the error function / - PN(t)f is "close" to the function MN
defined by

< r < tl+u i = 0, • • • , N - I.

A calculation, using repeated integrations by parts and the properties (2.2)-(2.4) of
Bernoulli polynomials, shows that A^HM^H2 is a Riemann sum for the integral term in
(2.5), so that as N -> °°, N2" || MN ||2 —» J(t). Introducing qN = f — MN , we have

/ ~~ P\(t)f = Mn + (qN — PN(t)qN) — PN(t)MN .

Theorem 1 will be proved when we show that the second and third terms in the above
equation are appropriately small:
Lemma 1.

lim N*\\qN - PN{t)qN\\ = 0.
JV-m

Lemma 2.

lim Nk || PN(t)MN || = 0.
N-» co

Proof of Lemma 1: For / = 1,2, • ■ • , TV — I, andy = 0, 1, ■ • • , k — 2, let JtJ denote the
magnitude of the jump in the;th derivative of MN (and hence also of qN) at t,. Letting BkJ
denote | BkiJ)(0) \ /k\ and recalling (2.4), we have

JJ = |MN"Xt,+) - M^\tr)\ = Bk>\F\tt)htk-> - /**»(/,

= - rxu-r)) +
< BkJ(hk~Ju(f*\ h) + C h"~J~1\ht -

where w(g, ■) denotes the modulus of continuity of a function g and C is some constant
depending on /, k and j but not on N or /. Since t' is continuous, we have

| hi - ht-, | = \t '(h) - t'({i-,)l/JV < w(t', 2/N)/N.
It follows that

Jj = o(h"-J). (2.6)

The notation o(hp) is to be interpreted as follows: for any t > 0, there is a number 5 > 0
(equivalently, an integer 7V0), which may depend on /, k, and j but not on N or /, such that
if h < 8 (N > N0), then |o(/!p)| < eh".

We prove Lemma 1 by establishing the following stronger result: for / = 0, I, • • • ,
k - 1,

disu (qNU),SN*~J(t)) = o{h»->)\ (2.7)
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distco denotes distance in the norm of Lco[0, 1], and the function qNU) is defined by
differentiation on the subintervals (tt, /(+,), its value at the knots t, being immaterial.

First consider j = 0. In view of (2.6) we can find a piecewise linear function /0 such that
II/oil. = o(h") and qN + l0 is continuous. Furthermore, in view of the quasi-uniformity
conditions (2.1), we have ||/„' ||» = o(hki). Hence, if we mimic a proof of de Boor's ([4],
Lemma 1), we have

dist(<7N, SN\t)) < 11 /011« + dist^(qN + /0, SN"(t))
hk< 11/olU + -y disUfo/ + k',SN*-\t))

hk< 11/011 - + -yfll/o'lU + distco^jv', SV"'^))]-
Hence, (2.7) holds for j = 0 if it holds fory = 1. To prove it for j = 1, we find a piecewise
linear function /,, | |/, || „ = o(hh~x), \ |// || „ = o{h*~2), such that qN' + lx is continuous, and
argue as above. Continuing in this manner, we reduce to the case when j = k — 1. To prove
(2.7) when j = k - 1, we use Taylor expansions to obtain, for tt < r < ti+1 ,

p„-i»(t) = />»-«>(/|) + - n) = fh-'\U) + - tt) + o(h),
and

= MNlk~v(tj) + MN'k\tt)(r - tt) = + /""Mir - /,),

so that

q^-'Xr) = fik-1,(t,)-MNtk-1,(ti) + o(h).

Hence, (2.7) holds in this case, and Lemma 1 is proved.
Proof of Lemma 2: Let {Ni<h(-))Nt~iK+1 be the normalized B-spline basis for SNk(t)

(see de Boor [2]). This basis has the following properties (with t-k+l = f-S+2 = • • • = t0 =0
and In — 'jv+1 = ■ • • = /jv+fc-1 = 1 )•

Ni,n(r) = 0 unless tt < r < ti+k ,

Ni,k(T) > 0, and £ JV,,*(t) = 1.
i

In the following we will delete the subscript k. Since the partitions determined by t are
quasi-uniform, there is a constant C independent of N and / so that

11 NtU) 11 „ < C NJ, j = 0, 1, • • ■ , k - 1. (2.8)
Now consider those Nt( - )'s such that /' = 0, 1, • • • , N — k. For these functions,

W(M = AYJ)(ti+k) = 0, j = 0, 1, ,k - 2.
We wish to show that MN is "nearly" orthogonal to these functions.

(MN, Nt) = 'Z' I " MN(T)Nt(T)dT = £ l',t,f""(ll)j^Bk[^j^)Ni(T)dT

= Zr%) h
l(k
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We continue integrating by parts until the integrals are of the form

dr .

These integrals are zero by (2.2), since AY* 11 is constant on each (t,, ti+1). The boundary
terms give a finite sum of the terms

- ht*+J],j = 1, • • • , k - 1, / = i + 1, • • • , i + k,

each of which can be shown to be of order o(h" + 1) by arguing as in Lemma 1 and using
(2.8). Hence, we have shown

max |(Mn, Nt)| = o{hk + l). (2.9)
0 <i<N-k

At this point we introduce the basis for SN"{t) defined by

Nt(r) = 1V,(T)/(fl+* - f,)1/2.

This basis is convenient because the following inequality is known to hold (cf. [3]): there is
a constant c* > 0 (depending only on the order k) such that for any coefficient vector a =
(a_*+i , • • • , aN-i) G RN+k~1 having Euclidean norm ||a||,

c*||fl|| < Z aiN,(-) < ||a||. (2.10)
i=-k+i

As is well known, the projection

PN(t)MN = Z xt N,
i=-k+1

is obtained by solving the normal equations

AN x = c, (2.11)

where c £ RN+"1, ct = (MN, N,), and AN is the Gram matrix of the {A,}; that is,
AN(iJ) — (Aj, Nj).

Lemma 2 will follow, using (2.10), when we show two things:
(i) | |c|| = o{h%
(ii) ll/ljv'1!! has a bound independent of A.
To see (i), we must show that

N-n

i--k+i

is o(h2"). In the first and third sums,

Z ct2 + Z c>2 + 2

cf = (Mn, Ni)2 = (£'"a/n(t)-A;.(tWt)2 = 0{h2k+i).

The middle sum has roughly A ^ \/h terms, each of size o(h2k+1) by (2.9), and hence (i)
holds.

We next show that the are uniformly bounded. Let g £ Z-2[0, 1], and set

PN{t)g= £ yiNi,
i=-k+l
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so that

ANy = g = (-- - ,(g, N,), ■ • • f•
Using (2.10),

ll^v(')gll = ^ IMI = c*
Taking the supremum over all g in {g: ||g|| < 1), we obtain

1 > c* sup IMn-'II, (2.12)
llgll <1

provided that for some e > 0, there is an e-ball

B(0, e) = {*: ||*|| < £} C {g'-gi = (g, Nt), ||g|| < 1}. (2.13)
The inequality (2.12) would give the desired result, if such an e > 0 exists and is
independent of N. To see that this is true, let a £ RN+k~\ \\a 11 < e, and define the linear
functional Xa on SNk(t) by

AaCZ *>l = Z d b> ■
Then since

|X„(2> jV,)l < I|a|| II ill < ̂ \\ZbtM ||a||,
it follows that ||Xa|| < ||a||/c*. By the Hahn-Banach theorem Aa can be extended to all
of L2[0, 1] without increasing its norm; by the Riesz representation theorem there is some
g £ L2[0, 1 ] such that

b> "<) = Z bt<g, #«>;
hence at = (g, /V,) and ||g|| < Hall/c* < t/c*. Hence, ||g|| < 1 ife = c* and we have
shown that (2.13) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 2, and hence also of Theorem
1.

3. Asymptotic properties of best L2[0, 1] approximants from the spline mani-
folds SNk. Denote by SNk the set of all A:th-order splines on [0, 1] having at most N
- 1 interior knots, multiplicities counted. For / £ ^[0, 1], we call fN £ SN" a best L2[0, I]
approximanl to / if

11 / ~ /jv 11 = inf* 11 / - J11 = dist(/, SNk) .
sES N

The existence of best approximants to a function / follows easily from the fact that SN" is a
closed set. Questions concerning their unicity, however, are more difficult to answer; the
reader is referred to [1] and [10] for some partial results in this direction.

This section is concerned with asymptotic properties, as N -> °°, of a sequence of best
approximants {/a,}. Specifically, we will show that for / in C*[0, 1], N" dist(/, SN")
converges to a prescribed limit, and that the knots of the \fN) tend to a certain unique
distribution. We begin with the following lemma, which is a corollary to Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. If / £ C*[0, 1], then

Tim N" dist(/, SN") < ci T \P"\t)\ °dr) U" = Cj\T I L (3-D
N-co \ J o 7
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where <t = (k + 1/2)"1 and Ck = (| B2k \ /(Iky.)1'2, as before.
Proof: Instead of proving (3.1) directly, we first give the following motivation. Suppose

that fh) (x) > 8 > 0 for 0 < x < 1. Redefine the functional J(t) of Theorem 1 in terms of
the "knot density" function «, where u is related to t by u(t) = (?_1)'(x). Thus,

7 (u) = J(t) = Ck2 [' \ f>(T)\Vu(Ty*dT, (3.2)
J 0

where u is continuous, positive and Jj u = 1. By the methods of the calculus of variations,
one finds that 7 is minimized uniquely by the function

u*(t) = IPXt)\'/ f Ir\T)\°dT, (3.3)
and

j(u*y2 = c„ nnu.
If we now define t* £ C'[0, 1] by (;*_1)' = u*, (3.1) follows immediately from Theorem 1
and the fact that dist(/, SN") < \ \ f — PN{t*)f \ \.

A further interesting observation in this case is that if t* is substituted into (2.5), the
integral term has a constant integrand. This may be interpreted as evidence supporting the
notion that "good" knot sequences are ones which "balance the error", at least for large
N.

We now continue with the proof of Lemma 3 for arbitrary / £ C*[0, 1], Define u* by
(3.3) and let {Uj( C C[0, 1] be a sequence converging to u* in such a way that J{uj)
converges to ./(«*), where each uj > 0 and Jo1 Uj = 1. Letting (tj ')' = Uj we deduce from
Theorem 1 that for each j,

IW N" dist(/, Sn") < lim N" dist(/, SNk(tj)) = 7(r;)1/2.
N—00 N —CD

Letting y -» 00 gives (3.1), and Lemma 3 is proved.
As might be expected, since u* actually minimizes 7(h), the upper bound in (3.1)

cannot be improved and is actually sharp, as will be shown below. Furthermore, we will
show that knot sequences of best approximants from SN" will converge, in a sense to be
made precise, to the asymptotically optimal distribution function t*. It is worth noting that
the distribution function t* (or equivalently, the density u*) is identical to that used by
other authors [4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12] for choosing knot sequences, but in contexts somewhat
different from the present one.
Theorem 2. If / £ C*[0, 1], then

lim Nk dist(/, SN") = Ck\\f"\\a. (3.4)

Proof: In view of Lemma 3, we have only to prove

lim N" dist(/, SN") > Ck\\fk)\\a. (3.5)
N-*a>

Before proving (3.5) in general, we first consider some special cases.
Case (i). f(t) = t*/k\. Let SN" denote the set of splines on [0, 1] having at most N - 1

interior, simple knots and satisfying the boundary conditions 5i;>(0) = su'( 1) = 0, for j = k
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— 2/ — 1, / = 1, 2, • • • . It is known that N" dist (/, SNk) = Ck , where / = Bk( ■ )/k\, by a
theorem of Schoenberg [14, Theorem 6]. A complete proof of this and more general results
may be found in a paper of Jetter and Lange [10]. Since SNk is a subset of the L2 closure of
SN+2k\ we have

N" dist(/, SNk) = N* dist(7, SNk) > N" dist(/, SN+2kk) = (N/N + 2kfCk ,

from which (3.5) follows.
Case(ii). f (E Ck[0, 1], \fk)\ > 8 > 0. Suppose (3.5) were false in this case. Then for an

increasing sequence {jV,},

Nf dist(f,SNjk) - Njk ||/-/^||<^||r,|L, (3.6)
where 0 < dk< Ck . For ease of notation, we will delete the subscript j. For each m = 1,2,
3, • ■ and for N sufficiently large, subdivide the interval [0, 1] into finitely many closed
subintervals /; = [a( , ai+l] whose end points coincide with knots of fN , in such a way that
each 11 contains in its interior mt - 1 knots of fN , where m < mt < m + k - 1. Thus,
= N < N, with equality in case all the interior at are simple knots of fN . The inequality
(3.6) implies that

? (0W, (/-/")2 <N2k\\f-fN\\> <^2(/q1 \r\a)2k+1■ (3.7)

We claim that (3.7) implies that for some index /,

mi2k\] {f - fN)2 < dk*(ji |f"| . (3.8)

Indeed, the assumption of (3.8) false for every /, together with the following lemma,
contradicts (3.7).
Lemma 4. Let a, > 0, bt > 0, / = 1 ,•••,« be numbers satisfying £ a, = ^ bt = 1. Then for
any p > 1,

1 < E a,1-'bf,i=i
with equality holding if and only if a( = bi for each /.

The lemma is a form of Holder's inequality: 1 = ^{bi/a^ai < (^(bi/ai)pai)Up. In the
application, take p = 2k + 1, at = mJN, and

hi = \r\°/ f* ir11
Denote the interval for which (3.8) holds by lJ. We assume, by passing to a sub-

sequence if necessary, that each w; in (3.8) is some fixed m, m < m < m + k — 1. Asy —» °°,
it must be that length (I1) -> 0, as follows from the assumption |/{fc)| > 5 > 0. If we now
introduce a change of variables into the integrals of (3.8) so that the integrations are over
[0, 1], and then let j tend to infinity, we obtain

mk dist^/A:!, S^) < dk . (3.10)

Since fh can be arbitrarily large, (3.10) contradicts case (i), and so case (ii) is proven.
Case (Hi). / £ C*[0, 1], Let A = {* £ [0, 1]: fik)(x) = 0}. If (3.5) were false, then for
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some increasing sequence (3.6) would hold, so that (we again suppress the subscript
j)

N2" f (f - /.v)2 < dj (I" ir\*)2k+1 = d*°(f \r\")
J o X^0 ' W [0,1 ]\/4 '

n rZ f I r1 = 1 J i,
(3.11)

where 0 < dk <^ik < Cn and {/,};, xn are closed intervals where | fk)\ > 5 > 0. Let m, be the
number of knots of interior to I, , so that

£ ml = N < N - 1 < N.
1 = 1

Using Lemma 4 in an argument similar to that of case (ii), we deduce that for some index /,

m,2k I \r\aY+l. (3.12)
We may assume, without loss of generality, that / is the same for each j. Furthermore, it is
clear that m, —« °° as j -» and so (3.12) leads to a contradiction of case (ii). This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to describing how the knots of best
approximations {fN} to a function / £: Ch[0, 1] are distributed, as N tends to infinity. The
treatment will be similar to that given by McClure ([9], §7) for best Lp[0, 1 ] approximation
by piecewise polynomials with variable knots.

Let / G C*[0, 1 ], /"" not identically zero, and let {fN} be a sequence of best approxima-
tions to /, fN G SNk. Denote the knots of each fN by tN = (t0N, ttN, ■ ■ ■, tNN), 0 = t0N < tiN
< ■ ■ ■ < /jv-i < tNN = 1. Let TN £ C[0, 1 ] be the piecewise linear function satisfying TN(i/
N) = tiN, i = 0, • • •, N. Denote by sN the right-continuous function which is inverse to TN
on open intervals where TN is strictly increasing; hence, each sN is strictly increasing on [0,
1], and is discontinuous at points which are multiple knots of fN. Finally, let s* be the
function

*(T)= f\f*\t)\°dt/ j1 \r\t)\°dt;
s* is thus the inverse (in case one exists) of the function t* discussed earlier. We are now
prepared to state
Theorem 3. Let / £ C*[0, 1], /'*' # 0, and let the functions = i and s* be as defined
above. Then

lim sn(t) = ^*(t), uniformly on [0, 1]. (3.13)
N-*

Proof: By Helley's selection theorem (see [16]) there is a subsequence and a
function s such that lim^„5jv/T) = s(t) for all t £ [0, 1], We prove the theorem by
showing that s(t) = 5*(r) for all r £ (0, 1). The uniformity of convergence follows from
the continuity of s* and the monotonicity of the \sN\.

Let 0 < r < 1. We first observe that Theorem 2 can easily be shown to hold when the
interval [0, 1] is replaced by any interval [a, b], with norms and integrals changed
appropriately. Secondly, sn(t)N is roughly the number of knots of fN in the interval [0, t\,
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i.e., within a finite number bounded by k. These two remarks establish that

Ck
fT 11/cr / fT \1
/ I rr < Hm (i-fNr)

" n —I —»co * J n '

a similar inequality holds for the interval [r, 1]. Hence, we have

c 2h
/I ~\2k + l\r\r)\"\

= lim Nf f if- fNy > lim (sN]){T)Njr f (/ ~ /n,)7(^(t))2*
j-> CD Jo j —* CO o

+ hm ((1 - sNj(r))Njf* f (/ - /.v//(l - ^(x)r
y-»oo 7

[/•T ~|2fe+l / T T1 "12/2+1 /

Jo IH'J /(i(r)r + C,2[J Ifl^J /(l-i(T))». (3.14)
If we now divide by the left side of (3.14) and apply Lemma 4, we obtain i(r) = s*(t) as
desired, and Theorem 3 is proved.

4. Conclusion. The idea of placing the knots optimally or near-optimally in spline
approximation is certainly not new. Dodson in his thesis [9] proposed an algorithm for
knot placement motivated by minimizing an upper bound for the error (as opposed to
minimizing the error). In fact, his algorithm attempts to achieve the knot distribution of
Theorem 3, which we have seen is (asymptotically) the best possible. Similarly, de Boor [5]
proposed computational schemes for solving ordinary differential equation boundary-
value problems by collocation, in which the knot sequence was chosen to minimize an
error bound.

One motivation for studying asymptotic properties of variable knot spline approxima-
tions is the belief that such qualitative information might prove useful in cases involving a
large or even a moderate number of knots. This was demonstrated in the numerical results
of Dodson [9] using the algorithm mentioned above. Moreover, since finding the knots of
a best approximant to / from SNh is a nonlinear computational problem, the asymptotic
limit of such knot sequences might be useful for initializing an iterative procedure to
compute these optimal knots.

More general versions of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 would be desirable. It is possible to
prove these theorems under the slightly weaker hypotheses that / £ C"_1 and f'ki is
piecewise continuous. Unfortunately we have not been able to prove similar results for the
important functions /(/) = ta, a > - 1/2. In addition, it would be nice to extend these
results to the spaces Lp[0, 1], 1 < p < °o; it seems, however, that some new techniques
must be used since we rely heavily on the linearity of the best approximation operator
from L2 onto a subspace.

We conclude with a conjecture which is motivated by the location of the zeros of the
function Mn used in the proof of Theorem 1. If we assume that the error / - PN(t)j of best
L2 approximation from SNk(t) is approximately equal to MN, then it seems reasonable to
try to approximate PN{t)f by interpolating at the zeros of scaled Bernoulli polynomials. To
be more explicit, let t as before be a distribution function on [0, I], which, for each N
determines the knots tt = t(i/N) for the spline subspace SN"(t). Let {^l}t=iN+k~1 be some of
the zeros of the function 0 defined by 0(r) = Bk((r - ?,)/(/i+1 - tt)), t( < t < ti+u where
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Bk( -) is the &th Bernoulli polynomial. The points {£,} are chosen so that the operation of
interpolation at these points by a function in SNk(t) is well defined. Thus, INf will denote
the unique spline in SNk{t) which interpolates / at the {£j}. We conjecture that

Km N* \\f-INf\\ =Ckl P \r(t(x))\\t'(x)Y>+1dx)l/2 ■ (4.1)
N — co \ '

This result, if true, would produce via interpolation approximants which are asymptot-
ically as good as best L2 approximants. This is of computational interest since interpolants
are usually easier to obtain than orthogonal projections. We have some strong computa-
tional evidence indicating that (4.1) is true.
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